
VIKING YouSafe™ Prime, inflatable lifejacket, CE/ISO
Product number: PV9280
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n Formed to redistribute the weight and provide more space and mobility in the arms  
and in the neck area

n Webbing system for easy and intuitive donning and adjustment - and flexible comfort

Revolutionary design with a focus on high mobility and a perfect fit. The lifejacket 
is for use by professionals in harsh environments such as Offshore Wind Energy, 
Offshore Oil & Gas and for Defence and Coast Guard Applications
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Approvals

- CE/ISO

Cover fabric

-   Flame retardant coated polyester

Colour options

-  Black
-  Black/high visibility yellow

Design features 

-  Inspection window and a green light system to check 
operational readiness

-  Single Point Indicator (as required by new ISO12402 
regulations)

-  Emergency light, buddy line, whistle and lifting strap 
included

-  Zipper closure on cover with 2-way slider for easy access 
inside lifejacket cover 

-  Unique VIKING cleat-attachment system for easy service 
and replacement

-  Lightweight, ergonomic design with excellent finish
-  Single buoyancy chamber
- Reflective details for increased visibility
-  Equipped with RFID tags for easy identification
- Fully compatible with VIKING anti-exposure  

and work suits
-  Compatible with most industry standard harness 

systems 

Typical applications

-  Offshore wind industry
-  Offshore oil and gas industry
- Commercial vessels
-  Coast Guard, FRB, MOB, etc.

Options

-  Sprayhood
-  PLB 
-  Halkey Roberts® or Hammar® inflation system
-  Embroidery
-  Detachable double crotch strap
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Specifications

Related items

VIKING YouSafe™ Cyclone, constant wear 
work suit, SOLAS/CE (PS4116)

VIKING YouSafe™ Hurricane, anti-exposure 
suit, SOLAS/CE (PS4190)
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Service interval

-  Profesional use - Yearly
-  Recreational use - 2 years
-  Light must be serviced every 5th year


